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Today’s strategy is about ensuring tomorrow’s success.
The core of the current world economic crisis is a pervasive crisis of systems and control. Our thinking and behavior have already changed. We will never live, work or operate economically as we did before. We must honestly address critical questions: Is my organization prepared for future developments? Will it survive? Will it grow by following or leading the developments? Will it even actively co-create the changes?
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Introduction

Strategic Solutions for REvolutions®

This book describes my strategic solutions for the REvolutions of the New World, which are already under way. They are part of the Great Transformation 21 which I will address in the following chapters.

These revolutions could either trigger a destructive social meltdown, or they could bring about a new economic miracle and create a new, better social order of human interaction. Which of the two will eventually happen depends very much on what solutions the global leadership elites have access to in dealing with this immense challenge, which of these solutions they even recognize as such, and which they will ultimately choose. One thing is certain: conventional means will not do the trick, as they have largely contributed to the current global crisis.

There is also transformational power within the strategic solutions themselves that are presented here: they act as catalysts for these revolutions, enabling them to pass off more quickly, yet without violence. They also facilitate the much-needed liberation from the old ways of thinking, from organization and management concepts, all originating in the past century and still prevailing, as well as from long-outdated organization structures and social problem-solving processes.

In my book Corporate Policy and Governance, the German version of which was published in 2008, I laid down a “Manifesto for Corporate REvolution”. Some of the developments anticipated there have materialized, foremost among them the collapse of the financial system which I had also seen coming as early as in 2005. Further profound changes, such as in technology as well as in people’s social value structures – in particular the younger generation with their perspective on and concept of the world – have progressed so far that they can no longer be stopped, but should be accelerated and guided in more constructive directions wherever possible. What was considered impossible by most people on publication thus became reality shortly afterwards.
In 2008 I wrote that knowledge was going to matter more than money and information more than power. My first point is now being proved by the ongoing self-destruction of the financial system, the second point by the ever-increasing global effects of the social media. Ruling and leading will never be the same again.

The financial crisis as such, however, will not form a central topic of this book. Over the past 15 years I have published everything that needed to be said about it – now I let the facts speak for themselves. Nor will I talk very much about the knowledge society in the narrower sense. Instead, I will make available the necessary strategic knowledge, the Wholistic Management Systems® I have developed, including navigation, information and steering systems, new strategy concepts, and about a dozen new, clearly superior methods and tools. The knowledge society will need these tools to master the new challenges and to grow and develop along with a new social order.

Just like in earlier phases of epoch-making transformation, almost everything is going to change fundamentally and radically. But while past revolutions were driven by such things as new machines, the key driver of the upcoming revolution will be a new way of functioning for the social structure, its management at all levels, and its strategy and methods, including cybernetic self-organization and self-control.

The Great Transformation 21, the transition from the Old to the New World, will be larger than any other social transformation we have ever gone through, as it will span the entire globe. The closer I have examined the effective but also explosive power of the Great Transformation and the corresponding strategic solutions, the narrower did the limits of language turn out to be. Describing the complexity of globally interconnected systems and finding words for the simultaneity of their change dynamics is just as difficult as putting a Beethoven symphony into words.

Wherever I turn, I face a lack of words to describe the new, the dimensions and speed of change, and the unknowable that this change is bringing. The usual superlatives – all those “super” and “mega” words –, even if they were not quite that trivial, would not suffice by far to describe the dimensions of the Great Transformation. Apart from that, all these terms originated in the Old World, so they can hardly convey more than the Old World’s scope of imagination.

Still, occasionally I have to use these terms for lack of better ones. If, for instance, the new methods introduced here enable even the most complex
decisions to be taken 100 times faster, increase team efficiency more than 80 times, and help create maximum consensus in only three days where even the smallest compromise was previously blocked by social divisions, and if this power of solution has brought success in hundreds of applications, without even one exception – what terms could be adequate for such achievements? While I strive to convey the radically new dimensions of effectiveness, I want to avoid any kind of grandiloquence and jargon. Previous transformations have always brought on a new language because new things cannot be described with old language; but such language can only develop in the process of change itself.

The Great Transformation from the Old to the New World will fundamentally change almost completely what people do, why they do it and how they do it, even who they are and what concept of the world they have. It will revolutionize the way society and its organizations function. Functioning twice as well at half the cost is just one of many challenges that most people consider impossible to master – although it has already become a reality. In just a few years’ time people will think back uncomprehendingly and with pity, remembering today’s sluggish political decision-making processes, coalitions getting in their own way, corporate management bodies paralyzing themselves, of change processes smoldering slowly, of lethargy and resignation in most organizations, of monstrous megaconferences without impact, and of the cluelessness of global organizations.

The leaders of these organizations will be pitied and also admired for having given their best and having tried to meet their responsibilities even under such inhuman conditions, even though their efforts increasingly failed because even the most talented racing driver doesn’t stand a chance if he drives an outdated car.

People will, however, also wonder why these leaders were not given new solutions much earlier, although I published them long ago and they have been successfully applied by others hundreds of times. Anyone familiar with these solutions will immediately see the new ways to end crises, even using them as acceleration ramps for progress in the New World. For me, the ethical mission resulting from all that is to do anything within my power to spread the news about these new, global, society-saving solutions.

The money released by the new solutions – money which at present is pointlessly tied up in old structures – will not be used for maintaining mu-
seums, to store and display the past century’s outdated methods. Rather, we will use it to create a new type of university where the next generation will learn, from the very start, those leadership skills whose lack got us into this mess in the first place – skills such as networked and wholistic thinking; knowledge about systemics as the theory of entities; the practical application of cybernetics, the science of functioning; and the use of bionics to transfer evolution’s best solutions to socio-cultural organizations. This would strengthen our social solution intelligence by several orders of magnitude, because all of these things could then be accomplished in less than half the time and in one integrated and fully compatible study course, as is already possible with our tools.

In the six parts of this book, we will first look at the dynamics of the Great Transformation 21, its inherent risks of crisis and its opportunities, as well as the labor pains that the New World is suffering. After that, we will deal with the amazingly effective cybernetic systems for strategic navigation and the strategy maps required for that, as well as the empirical quantification of businesses, both existing and yet unknown, which will help break the new territory of innovation. Finally, I will reveal the patterns that the tidal currents of great transformations invariably follow, as well as the economic dynamics resulting from them and the strategies required to deal with them.

In the last part of the book I will describe the revolutionary new methods that enable us to master groundbreaking strategic change with great precision and unprecedented time compression – at the “speed of light”, so to speak. This way, even enormous corporate growth and size can be managed and turned into true strengths, with perfect ease and using innovative approaches where conventional approaches have proved useless. The almost magical efficacy of these methods is based on cybernetic communication processes which, to an extent previously unimaginable, enhance collective intelligence and generate social energies. The simultaneous use of innovative system design tools generates highly effective centers of intelligence and power to successfully master even hypercomplex systems. “Megachange of Megasystems at Megaspeed” will then lead the way to a bright future and into a New World.